
2022-2023 Pricing for the  

Rosettes of Le Rose Dance Academy  
 

All levels will be required to take the following technique classes weekly: 
Minis Technique and Ballet Routine - $83 a month 

45 min. Ballet technique class- will also include a routine and will need a costume for 
Recital 

30 min. Flexibility/Turns and Leaps 
 

Petites/Juniors Technique and Ballet Routine - $115 a month 
1 hour  Ballet technique class - will also include a routine and will need a costume for 

Recital 
45 min. Flexibility/Turns and Leaps 

 

Pre-Teen/Teen/Senior Technique and Ballet Routine - $150 a month 
1 hr 30 min. Ballet technique class - will also include a routine and will need a costume for 

Recital 
1 hour   Flexibility/ Turns and Leaps 

    

Each Rosette will receive: One Group Jazz Routine- $34 a month 
Teachers will place dancers in appropriate groups. Costumes required to compete/perform in. 

 

Mini monthly price with no added technique or routines            $117 
Petite/Junior monthly price with no added technique or routines    $149 
Pre-Teen/Teen/Senior monthly price with no added technique or routines  $184  

 

 

Optional technique/open classes can be added to your schedule. 
30-minute classes are $30 a month each  
45-minute classes are $45 a month each 

 

   30 min. Strength/Conditioning 
   30 min. Tap Technique **must take this tech. class if you are doing a tap routine 
   45 min. Skills/Acro 
   

 

The following routines can be added to your schedule and will require a costume to compete/perform in. 
Group placement is on Teacher Discretion. 

Classes must have a minimum of 4 dancers to be considered a group. 
Group routines- $34 a month, Solos- $76 a month, Duet/Trio- $66 a month 

 

 30 min. Hip Hop      30 min. Musical Theatre 
 30 min. Tap (must take tap technique)    30 min. Contemporary/Lyrical/Modern 
 30 min. Pointe (required 1hr. Ballet class before Pointe class)   

30 min. Solo (Teacher Discretion)     30 min. Additional Solo (teacher discretion) 
 30 min. Duet       30 min. Trio 
 

  

Costumes are $85 and up.  
The presented price will include the costume, as many accessories that are needed that the teacher knows at 

the time of costume pricing being presented, rhinestones, tights and sometimes shoes. 


